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Textbook: Any
ALT: Cimino, Tony

Kagoshima City BOE
JTE: Kajiya Takeshi

Goal: Practice using infinitives of the “すること” form
Description:
This is an activity that can be used after the necessary grammar has been introduced to the
students.
Hand out a small blank slip of paper to each student. Ask the students a question that requires them
to answer using the infinitive form. E.g. “What do you want to be?”, “What do you want to do on
your school trip?”, “What do you want to eat for dinner?” …
Tell the students to write their answer on their piece of paper. Also tell them not to write their
name. Students will write more interesting (and possibly truthful) answers if this is done
anonymously. Remind students that it’s OK to make mistakes and to just try their best with spelling.
As students are finishing, walk around with a box to collect their answers. It helps if the box is
decorated in a funny way. Don’t look at their answers while you’re collecting them.
At the front of the class, tip out the pieces of paper onto a desk and pick out answers that are
interesting and/or contain common mistakes. One by one, show them to the class using the camera
and display. Ask the students to point out any mistakes, then ask them to read the corrected answer
out loud. Repeat this for several answers. The whole process can be done for two or three different
questions.
Variations: 1. After collecting answers, tell the students to make groups. Give each group a handful
of answers and ask them to work together to correct any mistakes. 2. When asking a question, add
“Why?”. Students should then append their answers with “… because …”. E.g. “I want to be a doctor
because they make a lot of money.”

Textbook: Any
ALT: Shepard, Samantha

Kanoya BOE
JTE: Fukuoka Takuya

Goal: Warm up, review, unscripted speaking
Description:
Line game: First draw a directions diagram on the board and write front, back, right, left, and alone.
Have all students stand up. Explain that the ALT/teacher will ask questions. If students know the
answer they raise their hand. If they answer correctly, they can choose front, back, left, right, or
alone to sit down. The last student standing can ask the ALT/teacher a question.
Can be used as warm up and review of any grammar or content that students are learning.
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Textbook: Any
ALT: Lee, Mark
Goal: Vocabulary Activity
Description:

Minamisatsumashi BOE
JTE: Kikunaga Naoko

This lesson works with any set of vocabulary words, which is typically found in the opening pages of
every chapter in any JHS+ textbook. A minimum of 4 words is preferable so as to make the activity /
game too lengthy.
Students will split into groups of 2-4, depending on class size. Depending on overall class ability, each
student will get 1 (normal ability) or 2 words (advanced ability) in which they will try to write a fitting
sentence for each. Each member of the group must get a different word(s). Students may discuss
amongst their own group. Once a student is done making the sentence(s), they will pass it to the
teacher for evaluation. If the sentence is perfect, the group gets a point. If it isn’t, the teacher will
correct it. The student will then receive the paper back and wait for the other groups to finish.
Depending on how much time is remaining in the class, have at least 1 student from each group
present their sentence. If another group is able to translate it into Japanese, both teams get a point.
Example:
Vocabulary words: major, exciting, highlight, overcome
Group 1: Student A, Student B
Group 2: Student C, Student D
1. Student A makes the following sentence: Yesterday’s party highlight is karaoke.
2. Teacher corrects it to: The highlight of yesterday’s party was karaoke.
3. Student A presents. Student C is able to translate it. Both Group 1 and Group 2 get 1 point.

Textbook: Hi, Friends 2 / New Horizon English 1 Setouchi BOE
ALT: Hayes, Nathaniel James
Lesson 3: I Can Swim/ Lesson 10
Pages: 10-13/ 106-109
Goal: Review of expressing what students and others can and cannot do.
Description:
Note: Many schools have only a few students (less than ten) and this plan is geared for those
schools.
Preparation: Before class, prepare flash cards for various sports or activities you want the students
to review. This could include different instruments such as the piano or sports such as badminton
and soccer. MES English online offers free flash cards that can easily be printed off. Using a piece of
paper make a board game (this can vary in size and shape depending on the piece of paper you use,
and MES again can make a free board game online that you can easily print off, but I find nothing
beats pen and paper). Try to include various actions such as ‘miss a turn’, ‘go ahead five spaces’, ‘go
back 5 spaces’, and warps. Warps are special spots that transfer a player to a position either ahead
or back to a special corresponding space. These different actions make the game more interesting,
challenging, and last longer. Also prepare player pieces for the students. You can have these pieces
be generic pieces, or you can give them names that the students will have to use during the game
being aware of the correct subject-verb agreement. [con’t]
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You could also have the students make their own pieces and allow the students to name their
pieces, potentially creating their own unique characters. Decide with your JTE or ALT which sentence
structure you want to practice: “Can you play basketball?” “Yes, I can/ No, I can’t”; “What sports can
you play?” “I can play basketball.”; etc.
Activity: First begin by reviewing the targeted vocabulary such as sports, activities, or actions. This
should be done with the cards made during your preparation. Then using HI, FRIENDS!2 sing the
chant on page twelve to prepare the students for the speaking parts in the activity (New Horizon
users can practice the dialogue on page one-hundred eight with the students). To start, have
students select or make their player pieces. Then explain to the students that when a player lands on
a square with a designated sport, action, or activity, the group excluding that player asks them “Can
you play/ do…?” (alternatively, ‘you’ can be replaced with the character piece’s name or gender i.e.
he/she) or the sentence structure which was agreed upon between both JTE and ALT. Then, the
player who landed on the designated space responds with the appropriate response, “Yes, I can/ No,
I can’t.” If they are unable to correctly respond, they have to return to the previous position. Next,
explain the actions of the other squares (miss a turn, warp, etc.) and have the students repeat after
you. Explain to them, when a player lands on these squares as a group everyone needs to say the
action the space causes, and after a player rolls the dice, everyone needs to count in English.
The activity ends when all players have reached the last square. To make the activity last longer, you
can enforce the rule that the exact number must be rolled in order to land on the final square. If this
does not happen then the student or teacher must move back the extra movement rolled. Everyone
enjoys this rule because it makes the game more random and challenging.

Textbook: Hi, Friends 1
ALT: Klein, Gabrielle
Lesson 6: What do you want?

Shibushi BOE
JTE: Kosaihira Yayoi
Pages: 22-23

Goal: Students will be able to recognize introductory ABC phonetics and be able to recognize
and use "What is this?" "This is a..." grammar.
Description:
This lesson introduces the phonetics of the English alphabet.
First, go through the usual routine of asking questions, “What day is it today?”, etc. Expand on this
daily routine by asking the students to spell each answer while you write it on the blackboard. By
asking students to spell each answer, they can be introduced to the sounds and phonetics of the
English language. This can be your segue into a more in-depth phonetics lesson.
Next, review the alphabet a couple times then explain that there are two different ways an English
letter can sound. An English letter has a name, like A, and it also has a sound, like “Ah.” The ALT
should go through the alphabet first, saying each letter as their usual phonetic pronunciations.
(There are multiple ways a letter can sound, but for this introductory lesson pick the most common
sound.) The students should listen to the ALT say each letter’s phonetic pronunciation first, then the
ALT can lead the class in a call and response pattern for students to practice each letter’s phonetic
sound. After going through the phonetic alphabet a few times begin the textbook game, which is to
find the hidden letters in the picture. Expand on the textbooks game by prompting students to say
what the English word is, making sure to enunciate the phonetic sound of each letter object found.
For example, “H, ~H sound ‘huh’~, Hat.” [con’t]
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Key phrases
ALT: “What is this?”
Student: “This is a…”
Ask students if they have found the letter yet. Pick a student to tell you where it is, then ask them
“What is this?” they can then answer using the key phrase “This is a…” You can write the key phrases
on the blackboard before starting the game and go through the first example by yourself to make it
clear how you would like the students to respond.
To expand this lesson further, you can play a game to practice saying and memorizing the basic
phonetic sounds of each letter. Basically, you want all students in a large circle facing each other and
for the students to say the phonetic alphabet in a random order. No one can interrupt each other
and no letter can be repeated, otherwise you must start over. Everyone must say at least one sound.
Play until the alphabet is complete. (I tried to do this but failed to explain “random” correctly, and
we ended up just saying the sound for each letter in order around the circle. This was still a fun way
to learn and it worked out. If you figure out a better way to explain the original rules in Japanese,
please let me know.)

Textbook: Hi, Friends 2
Yakushima Town BOE
ALT: Zoll, Andrew
JTE: Gondo Kirito
Unit 4: Homestay In The United States Pages: 64 – 65
Goal: Constructing "May I..." Requests
Description:
I call this the Dynamite Game. First, get your hands on some real dynamite. JK. I wrap the core of
paper towel rolls in red construction paper and then glue little strings at the tops. For a class of
thirty, I’ll use about six or seven of these.
After a set amount of time (however long you or your JTE wants—I usually just do two or three
minutes), the dynamite will explode! AKA the students left holding the dynamite will have to answer
some question in English in front of everyone. So, it’s in the students’ best interest to get rid of their
dynamite. They do this by going up to someone and asking, “May I give you dynamite?” Then the
two play rock, paper, scissors. If the dynamite-holding student wins, then they give the explosive
stick to the other student. If they lose, then they keep the dynamite and try again with another
student.
In class, start by quickly running through the pronunciation and meaning of the example sentence
(“May I give you dynamite?”), and its replies (“No, you may not.” and “Yes, you may.”) Then,
explain/demonstrate the game with your JTE.
To decide who gets dynamite sticks first, I usually have students put their heads down and just set
the sticks on desks randomly across the room. And then the game’s on! Most students get into it and
there’s lots of action and shouting, but you gotta be careful about making sure the students are
really using the example sentences and not just playing janken.
I like this as a quick warm-up or review activity since it's high energy and it works with so many
different grammar points ( “Do you like dynamite?” or “Could you take this dynamite?” or “Do you
want dynamite?” etc).
Giving prizes for the questions answered at the end is a motivational plus (stickers!!!).
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Textbook: New Crown 3
ALT: Bruan, Josh
Lesson 4: The Story of Sadako

Minami Kyushu BOE
JTE: Yamashita Misaki
Page(s): 38-39

Goal: students will be able to ask each other how to say words in English.
Description:
Before class, print 4-5 picture cards of uncommon animals or objects. Using the cards, the ALT will
ask the JTE “what do you call this in Japanese?’ and follow up with “oh, you call it a~ in English.”
After 2 more example demos, the ALT will start asking the students directly instead of the JTE.
Students will begin to understand the grammar from the demonstrations and key phrases will be
written on the board and explained by the ALT and JTE.
A worksheet will then be handed out, and each student will be given 3 different cards that they will
not show to their classmates. JTE and ALT will read the dialogue along with the students and help
students understand.
A: What do you call this?
B: You call this a/an ____.
The students will then walk around the room and ask each other “what do you call this,” pointing at
the picture on their worksheet. Once in partners, students will janken where the winner will ask and
the other will reply. If student B has the card with that word, they answer “You call it a ~.”

Textbook: New Crown 3
ALT: Dykgreve, Tember
Lesson 5: Relative Pronouns

Naze City BOE
Pages: 54-58

Goal: Students will be able to describe someone, or something, using vocabulary they already
know and relative pronouns.
Description:
Terms that should be written on the board:
“Describe it to me”
“Please, explain it to me”
“Subject + That + Description”
“Is it a(n) ~~?”
Examples of the relative pronoun sentence structure in use like:
It’s a person + that + works at a hospital = ??? “Is it a nurse?”
It’s a fruit + that + smells bad = ??? “Is it a durian?”
If your students don't understand after the examples are explained as a class you can work together
to describe a simple noun, like panda. (An animal that eats bamboo. An animal that is black and
white. An animal that lives in China. An animal that is very cute.)
(5 - 10 minutes) Hotseat warm-up
Have students get into pairs. The goal is that every student practices the sentence structure multiple
times. One student will think of a noun. The noun they pick is a secret, no one else should know. You
can have them write their noun on a piece of paper if you would like. They will then have to describe
their noun to their partner using the relative pronoun structure. [con’t]
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They cannot 1) use the word they are describing 2) use hand gestures and 3) use any Japanese. The
other person will then guess the answer, “Is it a(n) ~~?” If they guess correctly the roles switch. As
time goes on during the activity put more example subjects up on the board near the word ‘subject’
like: fruit, person, object, animal, etc. When you feel students understand the sentence structure,
move onto the Hotseat activity.
(10-20 minutes) Hotseat:
Divide the class into two teams. Have two chairs at the front of the class facing away from the
blackboard. When the class is ready to start ask for a volunteer from each team. Once you have your
student volunteers, seat them at the front of the class facing away from the blackboard. They cannot
look back at the board. You are going to write a noun on the board based on your classes’ level of
understanding. Some classes might be ready for ‘Michael Jackson’ while others might need ‘banana’,
so you decide. You can even have pre-prepared photos if you want!
The teachers and students start the round by asking the students in the hotseats “Do you know what
this is?” The student answers “No. Please explain it to me.” Now everyone in the class describes the
noun using the relative pronoun structure. When one of the students can guess the word (“Is it
a(n)~~”) their team gets a point and the hotseat students switch with someone from their team. At
the end tally all the points to see who wins! Students cannot use hand gestures, or use one of the
words they are describing. Hand gestures are wonderful for communication, but for this lesson we
are trying to improve language confidence and use of full sentences! This activity lends itself well to
making adjustments, so whatever you feel your class will be comfortable with is the best way!

Textbook: New Crown 1
ALT: Martin, Harrison
Lesson 6 Review

Shibushi BOE
JTE: Hirahara Natsumi
Page: 77

Goal: Students will be able to properly use English pronouns.
Description:
Before class create a picture board based on the chart in New Crown 1 page 77.
Using this board, the JTE and ALT will demonstrate the beginning activity. The ALT selects the first
pronoun, for example, “I” and say the Japanese translation “私は”. The JTE then has to pick a
pronoun either within the same column or the same row. For example, they pick “She” within the “~
は” column, and follow up with “彼女は”. Next the JTE will pick a pronoun within the same row to
demonstrate how to also move horizontally within the “彼女” row. The JTE selects “Hers”, “彼女の
もの”. Some students may be confused at first if “His” or “Her” is selected as it is in multiple
columns, that’s why you must demonstrate in Japanese what you have chosen. The students will
then drill the board as a class.
Then a worksheet will be handed out to students. This worksheet will include fill in the blank
sentences, sentences that require translation from Japanese to English, as well as English to
Japanese.
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Textbook: New Crown
ALT: Xiong, Clayton

Shibushi BOE
JTE: Higashi Akiko

Goal: Improve conversational ability.
Description:
Pera Pera Practice
Activity goal: Every chapter in the New Crown and Sunshine textbooks introduce new grammar and
vocabulary. To improve functional English, retain knowledge of learned material, and exercise
practical conversation, students will work with a set of prepared questions and answers at the
beginning of each class. This is a recurring, month-long activity with 3 stages: repetition, pair
practice, and review with a class activity. A final assessment in the form of a short interview should
be held to test their conversational ability at the end of the semester.
Materials: Computer and printer, A4 paper, Card (any size), Permanent marker
Preparation before class: Create about 20 questions in relation to the grammar the class is currently
on, then write an answer or two for each question. On the computer, open a word document and
make a table with 4 columns. The first column is the question in Japanese. The second column is the
question in English. The third and fourth columns are the answers to the questions (e.g. yes/no
variants). The answers are only in English. Use open questions to encourage the students to make up
their own answers. Each Pera Pera Practice sheet should be numbered for the sake of organization.
Make enough copies to hand out to each student. Have them file it into their folder so it will not be
lost.
After the Pera Pera Practice is printed, prepare enough cards for each student in a class. On one side
of a card, write a Pera Pera question in English, and then the Japanese meaning on the other side
with a marker. Repeat this for each question. In the case of there being more students than Pera
Pera questions, slightly changed (such as “who is your math teacher?” to “who is your science
teacher?”) or repeated questions may be used. These cards will be used in the class activity at the
end of the month when students become familiar with the questions.
In-class: At the beginning of each lesson, dedicate about 5 minutes for Pera Pera Practice. The first
stage, occurring at the beginning of the month, is repetition. Make the students repeat the
questions and answers with the ALT and JTE. Take this time to explain proper responses to the
questions, along with answering any questions that students may have.
Once all Pera Pera questions have been sufficiently covered after the first few lessons, the second
stage begins – pair practice. Have the students make pairs and practice having a conversation with
each other. Instruct the students to respond with echo questions and phrases such as “I see,” and
“really?” to imitate a conversation. The students should take turns questioning and answering.
At the end of the month after students have become comfortable with the Pera Pera Practice,
dedicate about 10 minutes at the beginning of the lesson for the class activity.
Hand out the prepared cards randomly to each student. Starting at one end of the class. Have the
first student hold the card with the English question facing out and ask the question to the student
behind him or her. [con’t]
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The Japanese translation on the back side of the card should provide the student with enough
information to ask the Pera Pera question in English. The conversation should flow as follows:
question, answer, and echo question/response. “How many cats do you have?” “I have two cats.”
“Wow, that’s nice!” The student who answered will turn around and continue the game down the
line in a snake pattern until all students get a chance to participate.
In addition to this class activity, after passing out the Pera Pera cards to each student, have them
stand up and walk around. When faced with another classmate, instruct the students to each ask
their Pera Pera question. After answering, the students switch cards and continue seeking other
classmates. If desired, the winner of this activity is the student with the most number of switches.
Conclusion: The students can use the Pera Pera Practice outside of class, such as asking their
teachers questions and writing it in their eitaku. The Pera Pera questions may also be used in quizzes
and tests, so students will have the ability to prepare for them beforehand. With enough practice
and repetition, the students can emulate more natural English conversation. At the end of the
semester, a short interview should be held for each student where past Pera Pera questions are
asked. This will assess their ability to recall key words, phrases, grammar, and English-speaking
capability.

Textbook: New Crown 1
ALT: Tow, Christopher
Chapter 3 Part 3

Takarabe JHS
JTE: Yoshihara Izumi
Pages: 74-75

Goal: Doesn't
Description:
Make 2 excel worksheets with names on the left and verbs on the top of the chart. Worksheet A and
Worksheet B should have different names and verbs. [con’t]
Leave boxes blank for students to interview each other and fill in their blank spaces. When students
interview each other, they will fill in their worksheet. Students should janken, and the loser will give
a hint. For example: "He doesn't like anime." Keep giving hints until the student knows the answer.
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Textbook: New Horizon
ALT: Pettit, Ross
Unit 6.1 - A Brother in Australia

Izumi City BOE
JTE: Maezono Narumi
Pages: 66, 67

Goal: Students will be able to use the verbs of the third person singular.
Description:
Before the class, print the worksheets of the activity ‘Battleship’, bring a screen, a projector, and a
PC.
Students will say the easy and practical verbs ‘like / play / go / watch / study’ to review. The ALT and
the JTE introduce the ideas of the first person, the second person, and the third person. They will
judge the third person singular from many words on the screen.
The JTE will say the phrases using the first person and the second person, ‘I like’ ‘You like’ and ‘I
play’ ’ You play.’ The ALT will say the phrases using the third person singular, ‘He likes’ ‘My friend
likes’ and ‘She plays’ ‘My teacher plays.’ They will practice many patterns using different verbs.
They do the activity of ‘Battleship’. They will draw 7 ships using 3 boxes or 2 boxes on their own
grids. They will play janken, the winner attacks the loser. To attack means that the winner will say
the sentence like ‘I study English.’ and ‘He studies English.’ If there is the box using ‘I study English.’
or ‘He studies English.’ on the grid, the loser will say ‘Hit!’ If there is not the box using ‘I study
English.’ or ‘He studies English.’, the loser will say ‘Miss!’
A : I study English.
B: Hit! He studies English.
A : Miss! I have a brother.
B : Miss! He has a brother.
A : Hit!
The student that will have the most boxes is the winner of battleship.

Textbook: New Horizon
ALT: Culpepper, Brion
Lesson 6.3 Phone Conversation

Kagoshima City BOE
JTE: Kuroda Hiro
Pages: 70

Goal: Calling and taking messages
Description:
Students listen to the example conversation then read the example dialogue provided in the text
book. Key points are explained by the JTE for students to remember.
Following this, students are placed in pairs or small groups to make an original dialog mimicking a
phone conversation and confirming information. Students are encouraged to make interesting and
original stories and no just stick to the provided structure. After helping the students check
grammar, spelling, and context, students will practice for several minutes.
After they have practiced each pair will take turns performing these skits in front of the class with
special emphasis on speaking clearly, using gestures, and most importantly having fun. When a pair
has completed their skit they will be asked several questions about what they just saw and heard.
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Textbook: New Horizon
Kirishima City BOE
ALT: Custus Staci
JTE: Kuroki Rieko
Unit 5-3: Living with Robots-For or Against Pages: 74, 75
Goal: Critical Thinking about Robots
Description:
First, the ALT and JTE will talk about how robots are used around the world. The class will then form
groups and talk about what robots can do in Japan. The JTE and ALT will write a collective list of what
robots can do.
Afterwards, the JTE will ask the ALT whether they are for or against robots and why. The ALT will
then ask the JTE the same question. After that, the students will practice reading the dialog and the
ALT and JTE will help the students understand Deepa and Kota's opinion on robots.
Each group will then form a list of pros and cons about robots and tell the JTE/ALT, who will make a
master pros and cons list. Once there is enough information on both the pros and cons list, each
group will pick a side and have a couple of minutes to prepare an argument supporting it.
Then each group presents their argument and the JTE (and/or ALT) can decide which group has
made the strongest argument.

Textbook: New Horizon
ALT: Tassinari, Olivia
Homestay in the United States

Minamikyushu City BOE
JTE: Horinouchi Natsumi
Pages: 54, 55

Goal: Using “have to” an “don’t have to”
Description:
Japanese JHS Students vs. American JHS Students
Example:
#1 Question: Wear indoor shoes
Answer:
Japanese JHS Students have to wear indoor shoes
American JHS Students don't have to wear indoor shoes
#2
Question: Study
Answer:
Japanese JHS Students have to study
American JHS Students have to study
A list of similar questions are asked to fill the worksheet.
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Textbook: New Horizon
Nakatane Town BOE
ALT: Eisemann, Emily Rose
JTE: Hayashi Kanako
Unit 5: ‘If‘ and ‘will’ /「（もし）…ならば」 Pages: 68, 69
Goal: Students will use simple conditional sentences in practical Q&A conversations
Description:
The only materials necessary for this activity are simple picture prompt cards. The picture cards will
display, for example, a cloud, a sun, or a raindrop.
After explaining the basics of using ‘if’ and ‘will’ in conditional sentences as per the textbook, the JTE
and the ALT will make a short demonstration in front of the class using the cards.
JTE: *raises a raindrop card* If it rains tomorrow, what will you do?
ALT: I will study at home.
Then it will be the students’ turn. Divide them into pairs and give Student A one stack of cards. When
they have cycled through the entire deck, they will hand it to Student B.
To make the exercise more interesting and encourage improvisation, use cards representing a wide
array of events. For example, an attacking bear, a sick classmate, a broken window, a sad friend, a
giant squid eating a boat, a lottery ticket, a zombie, or a lost wallet.
Student A: *raises a bear card* If you see a bear, what will you do?
Student B: I will run away quickly.
Depending on the level of the class, feel free to write the relevant vocabulary words on the bottom
of each card. For example, a less advanced class might require a long prompt sentence, such as ‘a
giant squid eats your boat,’ to be written on the prompt card, whereas a more advanced class may
need no more than the words ‘giant squid.’
Student A: *chooses a squid card* If a giant squid eats your boat, what will you do?
Student B: I will cook the squid, because I like calamari.

Textbook: New Horizon 1
ALT: Sense, Savannah
Unit 11 Part 3

Ibusuki City BOE
JTE: Fukumaru Yumi
Pages: 120 - 121

Goal: To become confident forming and asking questions using past tense
Description:
15-minute warm up/review activity: “Did the teacher…?”
This is a variation of the “Did the ALT” activity on Englipedia, so some people may be familiar with
the idea. I thought it was worth sharing in the idea share though, for those who may not have seen it
before, as it works really well as a 15-minute warm up or review activity. This activity could also be
adapted to other grammar points such as “Can you…?”
Students form groups of 3 – 5 people. They think of a “Did you…?” question as a group. One student
writes the question. One student then brings the paper to either the ALT or JTE and asks them the
question. The ALT/JTE answers Yes or No. [con’t]
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If the answer is yes, the ALT/JTE writes a circle beside the question to indicate a yes answer
(meaning 1 point). The student then returns to their group and they repeat the process. Students
take it in turns to ask the question.
Students aim to write questions that they think will get a “yes” answer. Every “yes” answer they get
is 1 point. Play for about 15 minutes and the group with the most points (Yes answers) at the end of
the time limit are the champions.
If you think it’s necessary, you can prepare a list of verbs that the students have learnt to give them
ideas.

Textbook: New Horizon
ALT: Garcia, Michelle Lynn
Unit 6: My Older Brother in Australia

Isen BOE
JTE: Niihara Takuya
Pages: 66 - 71

Goal: To have students practice using the 3rd person singular form repeatedly, using written
and spoken practice.
Description:
Warm-up – Hot Potato (5 min.)
Materials needed: ball or small object, CD or phone, CD player or portable speaker. Use questions
asking about other students. Answers must be “Yes, s/he does” “No, s/he doesn’t” answers. Use an
upbeat ENGLISH song to keep the students motivated.
Main Activity – Hot Seat: Who’s that character? (30 min.)
Materials needed: Worksheet with a grid of 5-10 cartoon/anime characters students are familiar
with. Include names and Japanese translations if the English name is different. Make sure the
worksheet has a toolbox of 3rd person singular verbs students can choose from. The worksheet
should have an already completed example sentence. Sentences should be descriptive. For example,
Mickey Mouse: “He likes Minnie Mouse” or “He wears white gloves and red shorts.” Provide another
worksheet with character names and a place for them to write 1 descriptive sentence per character.
Worksheets should not be double-sided, so students can look at photos without having to turn the
paper over too many times. Last, you need a PowerPoint, computer and TV. The PowerPoint should
have the characters’ same photos on separate slides each. Mix up the characters from the order
listed on the worksheet to prevent memorization.
Split the class into 4 groups with 4-5 students each (adjust to your classes accordingly). Pass back the
worksheets. Go over each character to make sure students know the characters. Ask your JTE to
review the verbs in the toolbox with the class and make a few example sentences with them. Explain
that each student in their own groups need to write at least 1 sentence describing the character and
sentences must be different from each other. The sentences will be used to help them guess the
characters during the game. Allot students 15 to 20 minutes, depending on their level, to make the
sentences. While the class works, set up the PowerPoint on the computer. Refrain from projecting it
so the students cannot see which order the characters are in. Place 4 chairs in front of the TV. This is
your hot seat.
[con’t]
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Once time is up, have all groups select one student from their teams to sit in the hot seats in front of
the TV (members will rotate). Group members can stand in front of their classmate to describe the
character using the worksheets they wrote their sentences on. If the students guess correctly within
1 minute, they get one point. If no one guesses it, no points.

Textbook: New Horizon 1
ALT: Shepherd, Steve
Unit 4: Home Party, Part 3

Kirishima City BOE
JTE: Kamieshu Kaori
Pages: 50, 51

Goal: Students will be able to make suggestions for things they’d like to do
Description:
This is a speaking activity to review “let’s” for suggestions. It takes 50 minutes.
PREPARATION: Print the “number” sentences on coloured paper and cut them out. Print the “let’s”
sentences on different coloured paper and cut them out. Each set of cards includes 15 “number”
cards and 15 “let’s” cards (30 cards in total). Put each set of 30 cards in an envelope.
LESSON: Put students into small groups or pairs. Tell students they’re going to play a matching game
to practice “let’s”. Check students understand “let’s” and review the following verbs: go, buy, eat,
have, study, read and close. Check selected nouns if necessary. Tell students they have to match 15
sentences. Each match is made from one “number” card and one “let’s” card. For example, “1. I’m
tired.” + “Let’s go to bed.”
Team Activity: Each group or pair work as a team to match the cards. Once finished, check answers
as a class by reading aloud together.
Competitive Activity: Students mix their cards and turn them over so they can’t see the sentences.
Students now play a second matching game. Player 1 turns over a “number” card and reads it aloud.
Player 1 then turns over a “let’s” card and reads it aloud. If the cards match, Player 1 keeps the cards
and plays again. If the cards don’t match, it’s now the next player’s turn. The player with the most
cards wins and gets a sticker.
Class Activity: Give each student either one “number” card or one “let’s” card. Students must keep
their card secret. Students then walk around reading their card aloud until they find their matching
partner. Once matched, partners should sit down together. After everyone has found their partner,
students should read their matching cards aloud to the class. If you have time, mix the cards and
play again.
1. I’m tired. Let’s go to bed.
2. I like lions. Let’s go to the zoo.
3. It’s rainy. Let’s buy an umbrella.
4. I like Japanese food. Let’s eat sushi.
5. I’m hot. Let’s buy a cold drink.
6. It’s my birthday. Let’s have a party.
7. I like American food. Let’s go to McDonald’s.
8. I have a test tomorrow. Let’s study.

9. I like music. Let’s buy some CDs.
10. I like movies. Let’s go to the cinema.
11. I like books. Let’s read Harry Potter.
12. I’m cold. Let’s close the windows.
13. I like fruit. Let’s buy some apples.
14. I’m sick. Let’s go to the hospital.
15. I like Mickey Mouse. Let’s go to Disneyland.
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Textbook: New Horizon 1
Minami Kyushu City BOE
ALT: Messenger, Thomas
JTE: Hashiguchi, Mikiko
Unit 6 オーストラリアの兄 Part 1 人について紹介しよう

Pages: 66, 67

Goal: To learn and practice the ‘third person singular present’ (he likes, she plays)
Description:
JTE and ALT model the grammar with students:
JTE: Do you like ______ ?
ALT: Yes I do.
JTE: Ah, you like ______. (turns to class) He likes ______!
ALT: (to student) Do you play ______?
Student: Yes I do.
ALT: Oh, you play _____! (Turns to class) Taro plays ______!
JTE asks students if they think they know what today’s grammar point might be (like/likes/play/plays
etc.). JTE then explains with further examples, before moving on to two games.
Game 1:
Students interview and then introduce each other in small groups, using ‘This is ______. He/She likes
_____. Do you like _____?’ A variety of previously learned verbs may be used.
Game 2:
Memory Game. In groups of six, an order is decided and each student remembers his or her number
(from 1-6). Each number is then assigned a verb that must be used by the student of the same
number, and is written on the blackboard by the JTE. The list of verbs could include play, like, want,
use, study or eat.
The first person in each group says ‘I play _____.’ The next person remembers the previous answer,
and adds it to his own: ‘Taro plays _____. I like _____.’ The third person will then say ‘Taro plays
_____, Saki likes _____, I want _____.’
Repeat until all six members have answered using their own verb, plus everyone else’s answers. This
becomes increasingly difficult towards the end of the activity as each student has to remember more
and more information.
The students will then be given a worksheet for individual study, in order to check their
understanding of the grammar.
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Textbook: New Horizon 1
ALT: Blaize, Erica
Lesson 0: The Alphabet

Minami Satsuma City BOE
JTE: Nagata Miwa
Pages: 12 - 17

Goal: Students will have a deeper understanding of the alphabet’s stroke order and learn how
to (neatly) write and read some simple words from the lesson.
Description:
Though students learned the alphabet in 5th and 6th grade, often they have never properly learned
stroke order or have since forgotten. This lesson’s goal is to reinforce proper and neat writing for
first year students. This lesson can be done either in one hour or over the course of several lessons.
First, students should learn the stroke order for writing the alphabet, both lower and uppercase
letters. Take care to note similar letters such as “b” and “d”, and “v”, “r” and “n”. Also note letters
where the upper and lowercase are the same, such as “S” and “s”.
Once reviewed, have the teacher lead the students in practicing the stroke order in the air while the
ALT says them. Expand the lesson with writing practice of various challenging letters if needed.
The activity is a modified version of the ‘Telephone Game’ which can easily be made more
challenging for higher-level students (see below), and once taught, it can be used as a warm-up for
other lessons.
Split the class into lines, the number of lines matching the number of letters in the chosen word; 5
letter words, 5 columns. Using the correct stroke order, the students have to write the letter and
pass it up the line one by one to the person in front of them. The person at the very front of the line
has to write that letter on the board. If each line is successful, a word will be spelled out on the
board. Line 1= P, Line 2=A, Line 3=N, Line 4=D, Line 5=A. PANDA. Review the word, its pronunciation,
and have the kids write it in their notebooks. Before the next round play music (such as the ABC’s)
during which the kids sing and move to a different row and column than before.
Variation 1: Use shorter words to make the lines longer, creating more challenges in getting the
correct letter to the front.
Variation 2: Do lower and uppercase letters. This can be difficult with letters that are the same in
both form, but show an exaggerated size difference as an example (“PaNDa”) in order to practice
both upper and lower letters.
Variation 3: This is best for more advance students when the game is used as a warm-up; once the
word is spelled out on the board also tell the students to write the conjugated forms, such as the
past tense or –ing form.
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Textbook: New Horizon 1
ALT: Starks, Mark
Lesson 5.1: School Festival

Satsumasendai City BOE
JTE: Higashizono Yuko
Pages: 58, 59

Goal: Students will practice question and answer sentences using “What is/ What’s this” and
“It’s a ～”
Description:
Preparation
Teacher will prepare a box with items recognizable by students. For example, tennis ball, stationary,
keys, etc. Teacher will provide a clean blindfold for students to use. Students may also use their own.
Activity
Teacher will ask for volunteers, or call on students if needed. One student will come up to the front
of the class put on a blindfold. The teacher will then choose an item from the box and show the
class. Reactions from the class are okay as long as students do not give hints/say what the item is.
Teacher will place the item in the student’s hand. The student will feel the item and try to figure out
what the item is. When the student is ready to answer, the teacher will signal for the class choral
response of “What’s this?”. The blindfolded student will then answer “It is a~”. If the student is
correct, everyone will clap. If the student is incorrect, they must try again or ask for a hint. After
answering, the student may remove the blindfold and return to their seat. The process is repeated
with a new student until all students have tried. The teacher may want to demonstrate the game
with an ALT or a student.

Textbook: New Horizon 2
ALT: Barley-Alexander, Jonathan
Unit 4 Homestay in the United States

Amagi BOE
JTE: Mitsui Mao
Pages: 56, 57

Goal: Students will be able to inquire about and explain future plans. At the least, they will be
able to express their plans for the weekend.
Description:
Before the class create a game board on size A3 paper and make about 7 copies of it (depending on
your class size). The game board should consist of connected circles (or squares, whatever you
prefer) drawn in two different colors. There should be a starting place as well as a finish. Every other
circle should be a different color and in each circle should be a different noun. Both colors represent
something different: one represents “won`t” and the other, “will.”
In addition to this game board, please prepare dice and a PowerPoint filled with studied verbs.
When the class begins, regular greetings are given: “good morning,” “how are you,” “how is the
weather,” “what is the date?” After this, a demonstration follows. The JTE and ALT will give a
demonstration using the word “will.” The conversation should follow this example:
JTE: Hello, what will you do this weekend?
ALT: Hi. I will go to the gym. What will you do?
JTE: I will study.
[con’t]
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After the example is given 2-3 times, try to include a student. The ALT will look at a student and ask,
“What will you do this weekend (tomorrow)?” Assuming the student has followed the dialogue given
by the demonstration, he/she will answer accordingly. Following this, ask each student to turn to
someone beside them and ask the same question.
When the kids compete this task, it is followed up with an explanation. The JTE will explain the
meaning and usages of “will” and “won’t.” Along with the explanation will be a review of earlier
studied verbs, which is to be done using the prepared PowerPoint. Once all is explained and
reviewed. The game will be introduced. The class should be broken up into groups of 4. Each group
gets a game board and dice. The key is for the kids to use the new grammar and practice speaking.
When the dice is rolled and a child moves to a circle, he/she uses “I will/ won’t,” the word in the
circle and a verb (or anything that is needed) to create a sentence. The rest of the people in the
group will ask that student, “What will you do?” If the student lands on a red circle (the circle that
signifies “won’t”) and the word inside is “homework,” the response given should be something like “I
won’t do my homework.” While this game is going on, the JTE is to write the verbs on the blackboard
for the kids to look at and maybe use while playing in order to make sentences. The ALT is to go
around the room and aid the students or participants in the games. This game should last until the
end of the class or until someone makes it to the finish circle.

Textbook: New Horizon 2
ALT: Fox, Michael
Unit 4 – Daily Scene 4 – 電話の会話

Higashikushira BOE
JTE: Fujiyama, Tsubasa
Pages: 64, 65

Goal: To practice making plans over the phone.
Description:
Create a weekend planner sheet to give to each student. Include Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
Provide three plan spaces in each day. Beside the plan spaces, indicate an additional space for
students to write the names of the classmates with whom they'll make plans.
Have students fill the first plan space of each day with an activity of their choosing. For lower level
classes, you can provide a list of activities. Go shopping, go bowling, go for a walk, study at the
library, etc. For more adept classes, have them think of their own creative, exaggerated, and
humorous plans. Go to America, climb Mt. Fuji, swim across Kinko Bay, etc.
The ALT and JTE demonstrate the rules. First, janken. The winner invites the loser to join them in one
of their written plans. Model the dialogue outlined in the textbook, as if making a phone call (Page
64-65).
"Hey, Tsubasa, this is Michael!"
"Hi, Michael! What's up?"
"I'm going to America on Sunday. Why don't you come?"
"Ok, sure!"
The winner writes the name of the loser next to plan which they invited the loser to. The loser writes
the activity into their planner sheet as well as the name of the winner who invited them.
[con’t]
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If the losing student's day is already full, they cannot make a plan. They should say, "I'm sorry, but
I'm busy."
Begin the activity by having students move about the room and engage in pairs. It could be fun to
provide them with pretend phones, or have them gesture as if they're using one. Allow the activity
to continue until all students have filled their planner sheet completely.
Once all students have done so, ask for volunteers to share some of their most entertaining plans.
For example, "On Sunday, I'm going to America with Michael." The more outrageous the plans, the
more the students will enjoy and engage with this activity.

Textbook: New Horizon 2
ALT: Janakis, Mario
Daily Scene 4: Talking on the Phone

Kikai Town BOE
JTE: Shimosono Fumiko
Pages: 64, 65

Goal: Make and receive phone calls
Description:
Before class: Prepare a worksheet with five well-known characters on the top half and five on the
bottom half.
In class: First, practice making a phone call with different people in the class. For example, “Hello?
This is Mario. May I speak to Kentaro, please?” Have everyone repeat after you. Then, continue with
the full dialog on page 64 and 65. Practice reading several times before moving on to the activity.
After reviewing the phone dialogue, pass out the worksheets and run through an example with the
JTE, which goes as follows:
First, have everyone pick one character from the top and one character from the bottom. Don’t
show anyone!
Next, stand up and find a partner. Decide who goes first and then take turns asking questions. For
the top half of the worksheet, ask:
“Hello. This is (your name). Is this (guess of partner’s answer)?”
If it’s right -> “Yes, it is.” If it’s wrong -> “No, it isn’t.”
If correct, that person proceeds to the bottom half of the worksheet. If the guess is incorrect, keep
repeating the question until you guess it right.
For the bottom half, ask
“May I speak to (guess of partner’s character), please?”
If it’s right -> “Sure, hold on a minute.” If it’s wrong -> “Sorry. He’s / She’s out right now.”
Take turns asking questions until one person wins.
When someone wins, they get one point, Then, they find a new partner and repeat the activity.
While students are talking, walk around and offer assistance when needed.
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Textbook: New Horizon 2
ALT: Hooper, Michael
Lesson: 5-1 Dialog

Kirishima BOE
JTE: Oyama Ryoko
Pages: 70, 71

Goal: Students learn how to express opinions using the word “think”
Description:
This activity gets the students speaking and interviewing each other while understanding how to give
opinions and how to use the word ‘think’.
JTE explains the goal of the lesson in Japanese.
ALT goes over adjectives such as interesting, scary, difficult, fun etc. on a worksheet and students
repeat back after the ALT.
JTE double checks the students understanding of the adjectives while the ALT supports with gestures
and pronunciation.
JTE explains the example sentences and grammar further on the blackboard.
Students write in Japanese to help them remember the meaning of the adjectives.
JTE and ALT explain the task with an example question and role play using the already completed
question on the worksheet.
Once students understand, they are free to interview students around the classroom and write
down the opinions of other students on themes such as subjects, movies and music. Once they have
filled in their boxes the final task has the students writing full sentences stating the opinions of their
friends. The result being, the students understand how to use “I think...” as well as understanding
how to give an opinions while asking others for theirs.

Textbook: New Horizon 2
Kirishima BOE
ALT: Shogan, Omar
JTE: Tadahiro Katsuragi
Chapter 4: Daily Scene 4-Talking on the phone. Pages: 64, 65
Goal: Having a phone conversation
Description:
1. Greetings and Warm-up ~5 minutes
• Greet children, ask them the day, date, weather, and maybe even time
• Do a warm-up activity to either review previously learned material or simply a warm-up game. An
example of this would be that students would get into pairs and ask each other a specific set of
questions – E.g. “What do you eat for breakfast?” “How many sisters do you have?” “How is the
weather today?”
2. Objective/Aim/Lesson plan ~5 minutes
• State the objective of today’s lesson and why it is important in one’s life – People are constantly
calling each other, in order to have a proper phone conversation you need to understand how phone
conversation works. Phone call conversation is also a bit different compared to a Japanese
conversation. This is also very important when calling a business/office, or even when a
business/office calls you.
• If possible, write the objective on the board so that students can remind themselves of the aim
throughout the lesson
• Tell the students what the lesson plan will be for the day [con’t]
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3. Lesson, asking for student’s understanding, and mini-activity ~15 minutes
• Introduce the new vocabulary. Check the students’ pronunciation and understanding of all the
words. A good way to do this is to have big flash cards and have students repeat the words after the
ALT/JTE. Then quiz the students on the words; give the Japanese definition and have students say
the English version. Then, do the same thing with the English definition.
• Teach the topic to the students. Here, use examples of the target sentences/grammar points and
have the students repeat words/phrases after the ALT/JTE. First, model the activity. The JTE and ALT
can pretend to be Erika, Erika’s father, and Meg. Using real phones is fun because you can come up
with your own ringtone – students find this funny and this keeps them interested.
• Ask students if they understand the lesson. Go over anything the students find difficult
• If possible, include a quick, small game to check for students understanding. An example of this
would be the line game/interview with a partner. The game will verify that the students understand
the lesson. For this lesson, have students get into pairs and pretend to have a phone conversation.
But instead of using the names Erika and Meg, make sure students use their actual names.
Extra
• Go over the textbook material and make any necessary corrections. For example, in this lesson,
Erika’s response is only “I’m sorry, but I can’t…” Therefore, introduce what you would say for a ‘Yes’
response, e.g. “Yes sure that sounds great! I will see you later”. Another point is that Meg’s response
is “Fine. Maybe some other time.” I think this is a bit of a rude response, so I would tell the students
this and tell them that a better response would be “That’s fine. Maybe some other time.”
4. Activity ~15 minutes
• Prepare a fun activity for students to work in pairs/groups.
• Activities that include the most out of the following would be the best for the students; reading,
writing, speaking, and listening.
• For this lesson, we have prepared an activity where half the students (in the ‘Calling’ group) will
call the other half of the students (in the ‘Answering’ group). Students in the answering group are
represented by one of 3 or 4 Super Mario characters. The idea of the game is the ‘Calling’ students
have to run around calling other students and guess their character. For example “Hello, this is
Omar. Is this Luigi?” Following, this an entire dialogue would already be prepared. For example, the
response may be “Sorry you have the wrong number” or “speaking,” If the students guess right, they
would follow a dialogue very similar to that of the textbook’s. The first 3 students to finish get a
sticker. Students will then switch roles.
5. Review/Students ask questions ~5 minutes
• Remind students of the aim/object
• Ask students what they found most difficult
6. Modify lesson – After class
• Based on what the students find difficult/easy, adjust the lesson accordingly.
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Textbook: New Horizon 2
ALT: Cook, Heather
Unit 3.2 Pages: 34, 35

Nishinoomote City BOE
JTE: Owaki Nagisa

Goal: Write and share tanabata wishes “I want to be a ～”
Description:
When we covered unit 3, it was right around Tanabata so this activity was timely. The functionality
lies in the ability for each student to write down a specific profession relevant to them that may not
be in the textbook, i.e. nursing home caretaker.
Preparation: You can buy colorful Tanabata slips of paper at the 100-yen store in July (one pack has
20 slips including string) or make your own. Bring several dictionaries for words that aren’t in the
textbook. Ask the school beforehand if they can provide bamboo. Long sticks found on the ground
also work and make the students laugh for being approximations. Use ribbon or string to secure the
bamboo.
Procedure: Students make groups to brainstorm and discuss what they want to be in the future. Give
each group a dictionary. First they write their sentence in English in their notebooks. Encourage
students to use the dictionary to find professions that are not in the textbook. When finished
writing, the students will raise their hands for the JTE or ALT to check their sentences. If incorrect,
tell them to check again with group members or guide them as necessary. If correct, the JTE or ALT
will hand the student a slip of paper to write on, horizontally. They should write their full name on
the back as well. You can draw an example on the board. Delegate the task of putting up the
bamboo or stick to the students who finish writing on their slips of paper first. Make sure the
bamboo is accessible from the hallway so that students in other classes can read the wishes too. At
the end of the activity, encourage students to read wishes from their class and other classes too.
They will want to know what their friends want to be! When we did the activity, the students
requested that the wishes be left up until after Tanabata so that they can come true.
Optional: You can tell the story of Tanabata (Orihime and Hikoboshi) in English and conclude with
your own “I want to be” wish. Then use that example sentence to transition into the activity.

Textbook: New Horizon 2
ALT: Samy, Kyran
Unit 4 (4.1, 4.2, 4.3)

Satsumasendai BOE
JTE: Toyokura Yuka
Pages: 54 - 59

Goal: Team Translation (“Must” and “Have to”)
Description:
Students practice reading and translating sentences into Japanese using “Must”, “Must not”, “Have
to” and “Don’t have to”. This activity can be adapted to any grammar point and is useful as a review
activity.
Length of Activity: With a full-sized class the activity and setup takes 50 minutes.
Without teams, the activity can be tailored into a warmup activity.
[con’t]
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Materials to prepare: Some ideas for sentences if you find coming up with new sentences as you go
difficult. For a 50-minute-long lesson, around 15-20 sentences should be enough depending on the
ability level of the class. These sentences can start simple, and get more difficult as the game
progresses. You can keep the game fresh by making the sentences funny or interesting after the first
round.
“I have to clean my room.”
“On Sundays she doesn’t have to get up early.”
“Class 2-1 must eat cheese every day for breakfast.”
Lesson Plan: After greetings, review the grammar points quickly on the blackboard. First write them
and ask the students to translate them into Japanese.
Write a simple practice sentence on the board and ask the class to read and translate it together.
This will build confidence for the main activity.
Explain that you are going to play a reading game, and that the ALT and/or JTE will write sentences
on the board using the target grammar.
Divide the class into teams of six students. Get them to choose a team name (an English word) and
the order they will play in. Ask students to put up their hands when they have finished. Giving a clear
time limit (one minute) prevents this from taking too much time.
On the blackboard, write the team names in any order. You could also draw pictures.
Write the first sentence on the board. The first team’s Player 1 reads the sentence. If they read it
correctly, they get 1 point. The team can help, but the person whose turn it is has to give the
answer.
Next, the team tries to translate the sentence. They get 10 seconds to confer. If they are correct,
they get another point. You can use your initiative to decide how much to help. Encourage
teamwork.
If a team is incorrect, the other teams can try to steal. One of their members plays “Rock, Scissors,
Paper” and the winner gets another chance.
Continue to ask questions to teams until around 10 minutes are left. With this time, it becomes the
Double Points Round, where teams choose a champion to answer. These champions play “Rock,
Scissors, Paper” to decide who gets to try. The winning team is the one with the most points.
Finish the class with a final round-up of the grammar points.

Textbook: New Horizon 2
ALT: Jenkins, Ricky
Unit 7: The movie Dolphin Tale

Tarumizu Chuo JHS
JTE: Wakinosono Ayako
Pages: 100 - 103

Goal: Practicing comparative sentences
Description:
Form teams. Give each team some fake money. In advance, teachers prepare some interesting
questions using comparative sentences. For example, “Which is taller, Tokyo Tower or Eiffel Tower?”
“Which can run faster, an elephant or a rabbit?” and so on. Teachers present a question and give
students 1-2 minutes to choose A or B and decide how much money they bet. All students have to
pronounce the comparative sentences when they answer the questions. We’d better set maximum
bet to half of total except at the final question. Use many adjectives to practice comparative forms.
Prepare interesting questions and pictures, then students will be excited.
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Textbook: New Horizon 3
ALT: Mathias Andersson
Unit 5
Pages: 70-71

Kagoshima City BOE
JTE: Haruko Onohara

Goal: “Where is the man driving a car?” (Where’s Wally race). Students will be able to make
and use reduced relative clauses. This activity is useful to check student’s understanding of the
grammar.
Description:
Before class, prepare some ‘where’s Wally’ pictures and questions. For each of the three or so
pictures, write four or five questions about that picture. For example: “Where is the man in the
striped shirt?”, “Where is the woman buying a hat?”, etc. These questions are up to you provided
they follow the grammar structure.
At the start of class, review the basic grammar structure of this type of reduced relative clause
sentences with the students.
Break the class into pairs. Give each group part 1. Explain the rules. In their pairs, students take turns
asking successive questions to each other. Students must find Wally and other people in the picture
before the other groups. Each group must find and circle the people in the question. After
completing all questions on part 1, students must come to the front to check their answers with the
ALT and JTE. If they’re correct, they will receive the next part of the assignment. The fastest group to
finish all three parts is the winner.
After all groups have finished, or after a certain amount of time, stop the game. Give each pair a new
picture and give them some time to think of their own “Where is/are -” questions. You can then ask
some pairs to come to the front and write these questions on the blackboard for other pairs to find
the answers to.

Textbook: New Horizon 3
ALT: Chan, Benjamin
Daily Scene 3: Inviting Someone

Kagoshima City BOE
JTE: Kukihara Marie
Pages: 44, 45

Goal: To learn how to invite someone.
Description:
I made a lesson for page 44 in the New Horizon textbook for JHS 3.
The purpose is to learn how to invite someone.
My lesson has 4 parts.
Part 1: Practice the new vocabulary (front, forward, I’d love to, etc.)
Part 2: Speaking warm-up. I use two QA sets. One is “Have you ever been to OO?” and the other is
“I’m going to OO tomorrow. Would you like to come with me?”
Students practice these 2 questions by walking around in the classroom and interviewing their
classmates.
Part 3: Memorization challenge. In pairs, they make an original conversation and memorize it. There
are 10 parts of the conversation, like in the textbook (page 44/45). I changed my conversation
template for the students, to make it sound more natural, but I didn’t change too much from the
textbook. [con’t]
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After practicing and memorizing the conversation, the pairs come to the teachers and show their
conversation. I give points to their groups.
When time is up, a couple of pairs show their conversation to the rest of the class. This is a big step
for them, as it is quite a long conversation to memorize.
Part 4: Group Race. I prepared 4 dialogues with a lot of gaps. For example, one is, “Do you want to
watch our bunkasai?” – “I’d love to. Let’s meet in front of the school at 9:00.”
In groups (of 6 students), we start a race. Each group sends a pair of students to the teachers to
show the dialogue (above). The first group to finish all 4 dialogues wins the race. Each dialogue must
be shown to the teacher by new group members. Change the speaker, everyone participates!
Good job!!!!!!

Textbook: New Horizon 3
ALT: Coulson, Brianna
Unit 1: Pop Culture Then and Now

Kagoshima City BOE
JTE: Sameshima Machiko
Pages: 6-13

Goal: Students will work together to write questions based off of answers given to them.
Description:
Materials: White boards/markers/erasers
Make a series of questions and answers using the target grammar. In this case, the passive voice.
Here are a few examples:
“Was this car made in Japan?”
“No, this car was made in America.”
“Are many foreign foods loved in America?”
“Yes, many foreign foods are loved in America.”
The goal of this activity is to get students writing questions. The teacher will write an answer to the
question on the board, like the answers above, and students will write the questions on the white
board.
First, break the students up into groups of 4 or 5. Then, have each group get a white board, marker,
eraser, etc. On the blackboard, write an example answer (e.g. My name is Bob.). Ask the students
what the question is. Wait until someone responds with “What is your name?” and then model
writing the question on the whiteboard.
Explain that the teams will have two or three minutes to write the correct question on the
whiteboard. You can choose how to give students points (e.g. 10 pts for the first team, 5 for every
other team that gets it correct, 0 for incorrect). Check the students work. I usually underline a
mistake and have the students figure out for themselves how to fix it.
At the end of each round, write the correct question(s) on the board. The team with the most points
at the end of the game, wins.
(This activity can be adapted for almost any grammar and age group, although first years may need a
little more time, depending on the class. Making questions tends to be difficult for students, so this
can be a good review activity before a test.)
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Textbook: New Horizon 3
ALT: Lloyd, William
Lesson: Daily scene 4

Kagoshima City BOE
JTE: Higashi Ayako
Page(s): 50-51

Goal: Give multi-part directions/direction review
Description:
Materials: a simple, small train/ subway map, optional worksheet/ example script
The goal of this activity is to get students comfortable with giving basic directions to others. this is
excellent review for third year students and aids their speaking abilities. It is strongly recommended
that you keep Japanese use to an absolute minimum for the duration of the activity.
First, make sure the students understand Daily Scene 4 in the Third Year New Horizon textbook. Feel
free to use the Daily Scene script as the basis for your own activity script.
Then, divide the students into pairs for the activity. these pairs are temporary. If the students are
not confident in their English-speaking abilities, it is alright to give them example scripts to read
from.
The ALT and JTE should then explain the activity. One student will ask the other how to get to a
specific train or subway stop, the other student must then explain how to get there from their
current location on the map (said location is decided before the activity begins).
The ALT and JTE give a simple example of the conversation, with one asking for directions and the
other explaining how to get to the desired location. The students should then do the same in their
pairs, choosing different destinations than the one used in the example.
Once the students have finished, ask them to ask at least five other people for directions to different
places. The teachers may walk around and include themselves in the activity. Give the students five
to ten minutes to complete this challenge.
Once the time limit is reached, have the students sit back down. For the final part, have a few
students volunteer to be asked directions. One at a time, ask students for directions to different
destinations. Once this has been done, the activity is completed.

Textbook: New Horizon 3
ALT: Noel, Samuel
Lesson 3.1 Fair Trade Event

Satsuma Town BOE
JTE: Nagazono Miyuki
Pages: 34-35

Goal: To familiarize students with the grammar "ever heard of", and to exercise their
imaginations.
Description:
The ALT and JTE will first model the activity. They think of an experience they have had, one their
partner has likely not had. They then use the target grammar "Have you ever _______?", if one
partner has had the mentioned experience and their opponent has not, they advance in the
"tournament". The students then break into separate pairs and ask their new partner if they have
shared their experience according to the prescribed grammar. If students have trouble translating
their experience into English the ALT or JTE can assist them. For additional fun, the students can
have designed their own English name plates to progress in a "tournament tree" like a real sports
tournament. There can even be a losers’ tournament if there are enough students and the mood
allows.
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Textbook: New Horizon 3
ALT: Jordan, Kate
Unit 1, Daily Scene 1

Satsumasendai BOE
JTE: Kamimura, Yuuko
Pages: 16-17

Goal: To reinforce and use the new vocabulary, ‘would you like some～’ in particular.
Description:
Materials: A printout of a sushi restaurants’ menu from your own country. (If you don’t know a good
chain, England’s Yo! Sushi works very well).
After reading through the skit between Erica and Meg’s father, going through the new words and
their meaning in Japanese, take a few minutes to show the students pictures of what a typical sushi
bar in your country looks like. This will get the students gawking and talking at the revelation of (in
my case) English-style Japanese food. Make sure to point out the more outlandish ones like the
Avocado Maki and the Apple Gyoza. These will definitely provoke some sort of reaction.
From here, do a model skit with your JTE using the Daily Scene as a guide.
Then sort your students into pairs, and get them to create their own conversation, using the menu
for ideas. Remember to remind them to use the Tool Box to expand their dialogues beyond that of
the Daily Scene. Feel free to include a few performances if your kids are genki enough. By the end of
the class, they should be able to A) poke fun at the ‘foreign’ sushi and B) use the phrase ‘would you
like some～’ with confidence.

Textbook: New Horizon 3
ALT: MacAvoy, T. Max
Chapter 4: Lesson 4

Yusui-Chou BOE
JTE: Wake Kanako
Pages: 64-65

Goals: Make various commands with friends and peers.
Description:
King for a DayBefore class, print out worksheets that that have 6 partially completed command
sentences, so that there are enough for each student. Also, be sure to have enough dice for at least
6 groups. At the start of class, explain to the students that they are to write 6 sentences using the
practice sentence of “I want you to…” Once the students have finished writing all sentences, ask
them to show the JTE or ALT and make corrections as necessary. After every student is finished, ask
each student to return to their desks and then form groups of 5-6 students. Hand out one dice to
each group. Explain to the students that they will take turns acting as “king” of their team. The role
of the dice determines which command the “king” may make to the other members of the group. He
or she may ask that all students have to do the action, or just one or two. The goal is to make the
language learning process fun and to encourage natural speech patterns. Allow for the students to
play the game long enough so that they are each able to make a command without mistakes. As a
final review, each team will elect one person to read out a command for the ALT or JTE to act out in
front of the class.
Cautions: As with any game that involves dice, the students may be tempted to throw the dice in
distracting ways. Tell them that if they try to throw the dice in an inappropriate way, then they will
be punished by having to act out commands given by the ALT. Similarly, make sure to let the
students know that they are not to make any mean-spirited commands for their team members to
act out. If students do not know what to write, encourage them to think about what their parents
ask them to do on a regular basis, look through their text book, or the ALT/ JTE may write some
suggestions on the board.
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Textbook: Sunshine
ALT: Birzer, Andreas
Goal: Grammar review.
Description:

Kagoshima City BOE
JTE: Oku Kenta

Give Me the Question
This activity is aimed at reviewing grammar.
First, divide the class into teams. It’s good to have about 3~4 members per team, but this will vary
with the number of whiteboards you have.
Give each team a whiteboard and marker.
Decide the order in which students will answer. Each student should have to write at least once.
Give the students the answer to a question (e.g. I have three brothers). The students must write the
question (How many brothers do you have?) on their whiteboard and bring it to the ALT.
Give the students a time limit in which to get the correct sentence. The students can go to the ALT as
many times as they like within that time limit to answer.
If the team gets the correct sentence, give them some points. Give the first team a few more points
than those that follow.
Only the student whose turn it is may write on and take the board to the ALT, but the other students
can help.

Textbook: Sunshine
Soo City BOE
ALT: Goldizen, Lance
JTE: Hasegawa Yumi
Program 7: What is the most important thing to you?
Goal: Individual Performance/Speaking Tests.
Description:

Page(s): 66-71

ALTs and JTEs have the benefit of team teaching a class together. However, another benefit is being
able to have one on one speaking tests with each student. The JTE can have class as usual while the
ALT conducts individual speaking tests with each student in the next room. This is a great
opportunity for the students to speak English one on one with the ALT, build confidence in their
speaking skills, and assess the student’s weak and strong points in the grammar that has been
recently covered.
I have done speaking tests with the 2nd graders and 3rd graders two times each and it has been
quite successful. I prepare a study sheet for the class covering the grammar points I will be using in
my questions and making sure they understand how to answer me. For the “who/which/that”
grammar points my question would be “Who is Mary?” I will have a printed-out picture of a girl
riding a bike and the students will know that the answer is “Mary is the girl who/that is riding the
bike.” I then ask questions with other grammar structures like “makes me happy” or “it’s easy for me
to speak Japanese.” I assess using a self-made rubric and let the students know how they do at a
later time. The students have a good time with this because it’s not a serious environment. I try and
laugh with the students before the test to calm their nerves and if they are struggling with a certain
question I don’t hesitate to help them or guide them to say the right answer. The students then like
to compare with each other after class which questions they got and it’s a good basis to have the
students discuss English with each other and keep them interested in the subject.
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Textbook: Sunshine
Seikan JHS
ALT: Chilton, Joanna
JTE: Yamaji Yukari
Program 5: Sushi-Go-Around in the World
Goal: To be able to use the target sentence "make A B".
Description:

Page(s): 48-49

A pre-prepared PowerPoint should be shown to the class to introduce the lesson's grammar
structure. This can be as simple as a series of photos. The teachers should then introduce the photos
in the form '____makes me happy'. This can be accompanied by gestures or emoji pictures to further
emphasize the meaning. After, students should be quizzed on what the teacher expressed and asked
what the meaning is in Japanese.
The JTE should then go through the specifics of the grammar with the class.
In order to practice the new sentence structure, students should be given a pre-prepared worksheet
with a list of emotions on it (which can be shown with pictures or words depending on the level of
difficulty wanted). Students should be instructed to form a 'makes me' sentence for each of the
emotions using their own interests. In order to make this easier, hints could be included for the
initial sentences.
Once students have completed the sheets, they should be put into groups where they must gather
and shuffle their handouts. After, a group should be instructed to read out the sentences from a
random sheet from their group. Each student in the group should read at least one sentence. The
rest of the groups should listen and try to determine which of the students wrote the sentences. If
correct, the groups should be given points. All groups should be given the chance to read out
worksheets from their group (multiple times if time allows).

Textbook: Sunshine
Hioki BOE
ALT: Storr, Adrian
JTE: Sakaguchi Aimi
Program 9.1: A Video Project
Page(s): 80-81
Goal: To review and practice sentence structure.
Description:
This game can be used to practise any form of grammar or even the spelling of words, depending on
your student’s skill level.
Firstly, you want to write out a sentence, or conversation, on a piece of paper. For example, for a
second-grade class reviewing comparatives, the conversation could be:
“Which is taller, Ben Nevis or Sakurajima?” “Ben Nevis is taller than Sakurajima”.
After this you want to cut the sentence into smaller parts. So, using the example before, it could be
split into:
“Which is” “taller,” “Ben Nevis” “or Sakurajima?” “Ben Nevis is” “taller than” “Sakurajima.”.
This preparation work should be done before the class, and ideally the conversation should be
printed rather than hand-written.
For the class, get the students into 4-5 person teams and get them to close their eyes. While their
eyes are closed, stick the pieces of paper around the classroom. Anywhere is okay, as long as they
aren’t too difficult to find. Once this is done, get the students to open their eyes.
[con’t]
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The students must then find the parts of the conversation and assemble it in the right order. To do
this, they have to leave their desks one at a time and find a piece of paper. Once they find the piece
of paper, they have to memorise its contents, come back to their group, and tell their team. One
student then notes down that part of the sentence. This continues as the students get up one at a
time to find parts of the conversation. To keep chaos to a minimum, only one person per team can
leave at once. Also, they can only find one part of the conversation at a time. Depending on the skill
level of your class, you may want to tell them how many pieces of paper there are at the start of the
activity.
They must then arrange the sentence in the right order before showing either the JTE or ALT at the
front of the class. The fastest team to give the correct answer wins.

Textbook: Sunshine 1
ALT: Asghar, Ali
Lesson 7: The Wonderful Ocean

Hioki City BOE
JTE: Hirotake Akasaki
Pages: 76-77

Goal: To get students to review and understand the first, second and third person personal
pronouns.

Description:
Before class, the objective is to create a PowerPoint presentation which includes famous people
within in each slide. The presentation is to be used as a quiz where the ALT will ask the students
“who is this person?”, or “who are they?” for a group of people. The students are to answer using
the personal pronouns: he; she; it; they to answer the question. The animations within the slide
serve to reveal the answer once the correct one is said.
Each slide will then contain a follow-up sentence which will have a blank space that the students
need to fill with the correct answer. The JTE will say the sentence out loud for the students leaving a
blank as demonstrated in the sentence. Should the students have a hard time understanding the
sentence, the JTE and ALT will explain it to them. The sentence, for instance, will be something
similar to “I like ___”, the answer will obviously be different depending upon the sex of the person in
question and if it is a group of people rather than a lone person. The sentences will get slightly
harder as the slides move on. Each slide will contain a different sentence to invoke the students to
think harder.

Textbook: Sunshine 1
ALT: Behan, Ronan
Lesson 6.1 Pages: 60-61
Goal: To get the grammar point across.
Description:

Kagoshima City BOE
JTE: Nagata Hiromi

I always like to start off the class by getting the kids genki and fresh by a little exercise or laughter.
For warm up they can go around the classroom with a list of questions. They will ask questions and
be asked questions, taking down the answers. Then I will start on the grammar. For example, I’ll start
line game but at the same time using the board to help them and get the point across. The kids will
be more in tune learning here then with normal grammar as they think it’s a game and that they all
might have to stand up! This means they will pay attention and the stronger ones will help the
weaker ones. [con’t]
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The other thing we might do is to do some group work with worksheets or puzzles.
Then towards half way to nearer the end of class we might do some reading and then at the end
we’ll finish up with a simple quick game like the telephone game. This will keep them interested,
listening and talking. Always have prizes on hand for the winner as incentive in next to gold.

Textbook: Sunshine 1
Kagoshima City BOE
ALT: Chan, Kawing
JTE: Higashi Mayumi
Lesson 8.2 Origami: Can you ~?
Pages: 80-81
Goal: Students will be able to ask each other “Can you~?” and reply "Yes, I can." or "No, I
can't.".
Description:
Create 20 pairs of cards listing three different things that they can do. Such as, can speak Japanese,
can play the violin, can make cookies. Each pair of cards will have a different set of things they can or
can’t do. Using a random pair cards, the ALT will ask the JTE “can you~?” and respond according to
their card, either “yes, I can” or “no, I can’t”. After a demonstration of the game using a mismatched
pair and a matched pair, students will be given a card at random. Write up some of the words on the
board that they have not learnt or have difficulty pronouncing and get students to repeat after the
ALT. They need to find their matching partner that has the same card using the grammar point “Can
you~?” and reply either “yes, I can” or “no, I can’t”.

Textbook: Sunshine 1
Kagoshima City BOE
ALT: Coulson, Brianna
JTE: Ishizuka Noaki
Program 6: lessons 1-3
Pages: 60-64
Goal: Students will review questions to interview a partner, and then practice the new grammar
to introduce their partner to the class.
Description:
Materials: Slideshow (optional), Worksheet (optional)
The goal of this activity is to give students the opportunity to use he/she and plural verbs to
introduce others, while also reviewing how to ask questions.
At the start of the lesson, both teachers will give sample introductions. For example, the ALT might
introduce their brother or sister, and the JTE will introduce their child or someone the students
might know. Have students be listening for the grammar points. (It’s good to have slides with
pictures.)
It’s useful to have a slideshow for guided practice using characters/teachers/people that the
students are likely to know. For example, a slide with Hanyu Yuzuru where the goal is for students to
introduce him (This is Yuzuru Hanyu. He is an ice skater. He is handsome. And so on.)
Next, model for the class what the interview should look like. The ALT and the JTE should take turns
asking each other interesting questions. (What is your favorite character? Where do you live? What
book do you like? Do you watch movies?) These questions should review past grammar the students
have learned. [con’t]
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Then, each teacher should model introducing the other (using the information gained from the
interview). For example, “This is Bob. His favorite character is Darth Vader. He lives in Tokyo. He likes
Harry Potter. He watches movies.”
Ask the students what the activity is. They should respond with “interview then introduce my
partner” or something like that (Japanese is ok).
If you like, you can make a handout with example questions for students to use in their interviews,
or you can have students make all the questions themselves. It’s more difficult for students to make
their own questions, but it’s good practice. It might be good to give students time to write down
their questions first.

Textbook: Sunshine 1
Kagoshima City BOE
ALT: Ko Sum Yue (Jessica)
JTE: Yasudome Ryuhei
Program 3: Action Corner
Pages: 34*
Goal: For students to practice expressing basic action phrases listed on page 34 in English
Description:
*(Action cards used for the activity are attached in the textbook) This lesson comprises of three
activities. All three activities will be done in pairs.
Activity 1: The Keyword game
There are 18 English phrases for students to learn in this section of the textbook. Out of these 18
phrases, choose three. These three phrases will be known to the students as `keywords`.
Each pair of students will have an eraser placed between them on their tables. When the JTE or ALT
says phrases other than the keywords, the students should repeat after the JTE or ALT. However,
when the keywords are being said, students have to grab the eraser while repeating the phrase. This
activity enables students to practice saying these phrases multiple times while keeping them
engaged.
2. Karuta
The karuta cards for this activity are attached in the textbook. If possible, students should cut them
out before the class. One pair of students will use one set of Karuta cards. Spread the cards out
acorss both tables. The JTE or ALT will say an action phrase and students will have to grab the
appropriate cards. The student in each pair with the most number of cards is the winner.
3. The "Janken" (Rock, Scissors, Paper) game
Students will re-use their Karuta cards for this activity. One pair of students will use one set of Karuta
cards. Place the cards out in one straight line across both tables. Each student will start at opposite
ends of this line. They will say the phrase depicted in each card in English. At some point, they will
meet somewhere along this line of cards. When they meet, they have to do Janken. The winner
continues moving forward while the loser returns to where he started and starts over. The first
student to reach the other end of the line wins the game.
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Textbook: Sunshine 1
Kagoshima City BOE
ALT: Mathias, Andersson
JTE: Tsutomu Maruta
Word Web 3
Pages: 66-67
Goal: Students will be able to remember how to say the months of the year. Student knowledge
of the grammar ‘I have - ’ is required. Alternatively, this can be taught as part of the class.
Description:
Prior to class, prepare several decks of cards consisting of 4 each of January through December,
ensuring that they are all numbered 1-12 accordingly (to match the month). Be sure to include four
jokers as well for a total of 56 cards.
When beginning class, ask the students for the month and date as usual. This can be used to
introduce the topic of months. Proceed to practice pronouncing the months of the year together
with the JTE and students. A simple activity for this involves all the students standing up in line and
each saying one month of the year, after which they get to sit down. Keep going until all students
have sat down.
After having done a quick review, split students into groups of around 4-6 and give one deck of premade cards to each group. Ask students to shuffle the cards and deal them all out evenly. Students
can look at their hands, but should keep them secret. The goal of ‘Bluff’ is to have no cards in your
hand. The first person to achieve this goal is the winner. Explain and demonstrate the rules of the
game to the class together with the JTE.
Bluff Rules
Deal the cards out evenly. If there are remainders, place them face down in the centre of the table
as the beginning of the discard pile.
Play begins with the player to the left of the dealer. They place the January cards in their hand face
down on the discard pile and announce their play to the table: "I have one January." If the player
does not have any January cards, or if they wish to get rid of more than one card, they may bluff and
play non-January cards while announcing: "I have two January cards." The next player plays February
cards, the next player plays March cards, and so on. If a player doesn't believe an announcement,
they can call out, "You’re bluffing!" The person who played the cards must turn them over and show
the challenger whether they are bluffing or not. A player who is caught bluffing must pick up the
entire discard pile and add it to their hand. If a challenged player is not bluffing, then the challenger
must pick up the discard pile. When starting a new round, the first player can announce that they
are starting with any month. When the month to play reaches December, it then goes back to
January and the months start again. Jokers count as any month.
If you want to expand upon the vocabulary used, you can practice more target sentences such as: “I
have one January card. Do you believe me?”
“Yes, I do.”
“No, I don’t. You’re bluffing!”

Textbook: Sunshine 1

Kagoshima City BOE
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ALT: Riordan, Aisling
JTE: Hamasaki Hiroya
Program 5.3
Pages: 54-55
Goal: Speaking - to practice saying sentences using present tense 3rd person singular
Description:
Before class, get 3 objects (We have a frog, chicken and dolphin toy from Daiso.).
Also, bring a watch or timer.
In class, ask students to divide into 3 teams and stand up in a circle.
Each team gets an object to pass around from one student to another. They choose which object
they want - the teams are team frog, team chicken and team dolphin or they can name the team
themselves.
When the timer goes… (the JTE/ALT says on your marks, get set, go!) the first student with the
object says a sentence using present tense 3rd person singular
and can only pass the object on when they have completed one sentence. And on it goes.
The ALT or JTE says stop after 20 seconds (time varies) and whoever has the object in their hands is
out. That student has to sit down. Keep going until there are 3 students left (one from each team)
and they battle it out for become the ultimate winner. For those students who are knocked out
during the game, it’s good to ask some of them to say “on your marks, get set, go!) and they can
press the go button, to keep them interested.
The JTE and ALT do 2 example demos to show how it’s done. The JTE has the frog and says, “He is a
teacher.” and passes the frog to the ALT who says, “She is a student.” and so on until the timer goes
off and the person (ALT or JTE) who has the frog in their hands is out.
Tip: Allow one practice run at the beginning so that every student gets to say one sentence.
The game is great as the objects are like hot potatoes. Students want to get rid of the object as soon
as possible so they try their best to come up with a sentence.
It’s suitable for all levels and any student can win no matter what their level of English is. We have
stickers for the winners.

Textbook: Sunshine 2
Kagoshima City BOE
ALT: Behan, Ronan
JTE: Naouko Nakano
Program 1 to 4
Pages: 8-45
Goal: Recap of the previous semester after a long indolent break.
Description:
At the start of the class I would usually begin being my smiley genki self to get them in the mood. I
usually try to make some conversation at the start on some topic that they can relate to too so as to
get people laughing and to show an interest in their lives.
Once they are primed we will do some recap of last semester through the book. The teachers will
ask some questions. When this is done we will play a big recap game.
For this class I shall use the jeopardy game as my example. Before class prepare five groups of
questions. Group one being the easiest and five being the most difficult. All of them covering
material that we need to catch up on again.
Spit the class in to six groups. Let the students pick their number. Draw a table with one to five on
the board. Ask number one to stand up. Janken, the winner will pick the first number to start the
game. Once they have done that cross off a box in that number’s section on the board. [con’t]
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It usually happens that the easy ones go first and the harder ones after. This gives everyone a
chance. Once they pick a box you will ask a question from your preselected ones that you made
earlier. Then it’s down to who puts up their hand first and answers correctly.
After a while everyone will have got a go and all the boxes in the table will have been crossed out.
Team with the most points wins.
After this I cool them down and assess what they have learned with a cheeky test, just to keep them
on their toes. I find the mixture of excitement, competition and assessment works well.
Remember to have tokens to give them when they do a good job to encourage them eternally.

Textbook: Sunshine 2
ALT: Behan, Ronan
Program 5 Pages: 44-45
Goal: To go over there is, there are.
Description:

Kagoshima City BOE
JTE: Takayuki Watanabe

To begin we'll all be happy smiley people. A little bit of starter ice breaking conversation is always a
good start. Then I might do a PowerPoint. Use lots of colourful and funny pictures, I also like to
include fun and strange facts. All this will keep attention. In the meantime, I will ask questions by
picking at random, out of the teacher’s random box of numbers. This amusement and risk keeps
them on their toes as they absorb the grammar.
After this we'll get down to some hard reading. Post reading, I think a game should be devised for
the kids as the choice desert to a sumptuous meal. In this case I am going to use Animal Race as the
example.
Groups of 6. Make 6 magnetised pictures of cool and funny animals. Write a table on the board. 6
down, however many you want across, let's say 12. Give each a sheet with one to 12 written on it.
Put the Animal pictures in the boxes 1, after having named each team an animal. You will have made
12 envelopes containing jumbled sentences on the grammar point. The kids must race to solve the
sentences, only completing them on showing the correct answer to the teacher and translating it
into Japanese. As the move from one to twelve move their animal picture alone the board. This is
fun and competitive.
At the end, I think a worksheet or small test should be given just to see if they have retained the
information and if not help the strugglers.

Textbook: Sunshine 2
Kagoshima City BOE
ALT: Chinnery, Ariarne
JTE: Kurayama Takefumi
Goal: To practice speaking and formulating sentences.
Description:
Preliminary
JTE raises a topic of interest, such as ‘countries to travel to’, ‘favourite movies’, etc.
ALT presents a one minute speech on the topic based on their own experiences/opinions. Spoken in
simple English.
JTE gives the question to the class (e.g. “What country would you like to visit and why?”) and
explains the process to the class. If the lesson is focusing on a grammar point and is not revision, the
JTE gives a full explanation of said grammar point.
[con’t]
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Activity
Students spend some time to think of their own response and make personal notes in either
Japanese or English.
Afterwards, students form groups of four or five and discuss amongst each other. They each write
their own short speech. During this time, the ALT and JTE help students. The ALT asks students the
question and students can practice with them. The JTE can look up words on the computer and
educate the class on topics or new words that come up.
After a set amount of time, each student presents their piece to their group.
Then once all the students have finished, one student from each group is selected to present to the
whole class. After each presentation, the JTE can display the topic that was presented on the TV (e.g.
if the student chose “Romania”, the JTE can display images of Romania online).

Textbook: Sunshine 2
Kagoshima City BOE
ALT: Kenny, Jessica
JTE: Tokunaga Kana
Program 5 Pages: 46-51
Goal: Write about a country you would like to visit using the target phrases from Program 5.
Description:
Materials: Sunshine 2, English-Japanese dictionaries, Travel pamphlets
In groups of two or three, students can write about a country they would like to visit. Prompt
students to use the target phrases:
There is ~ / There are ~
If … / When …
Example:
We want to go to Kagoshima. There is a volcano. It’s called Sakurajima. We can visit it by ferry. If we
go there, we will try big radishes and special orange ice cream. When we visit Sakurajima, we will go
to the dinosaur park.
Optional:
Students can present their writing with printout pictures or slideshows.
Students can draw themselves visiting this place. You can post their work around the classroom.

Textbook: Sunshine 2
Kagoshima City BOE
ALT: Van, Gabrielle
JTE: Orita Kaori
Goal: Students will practice constructing questions and speaking, using grammar structures
they have already learned. To do this, they will present in small groups while other students
practice their listening skills.
Description:
Before class, the ALT prepares character cards that will be handed to pairs or groups of 3-6 students
(depending on time). These character cards are from popular media (Doraemon, Anpan Man,
Pikachu, Goku, etc.). The ALT and JTE will distribute the cards (1 per student) facedown so the
students won’t know who each other are. If the students do not know their character, they can ask
the JTE and ALT about them--or swap for a new card.
Before the activity begins, the JTE and ALT should confirm students' understanding of how to
construct basic questions. [con’t]
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If the students are learning or have recently learned a relevant grammar point, try to incorporate it
into the activity. The JTE and ALT should also encourage students to help each other out when their
classmates have trouble making questions.
Then, the students will take turns to ask each other questions such as: "What are your hobbies?"
"What is your favorite food?," and more. They can only ask one student a limited amount of
questions (about one question per student, unless the students are in a pair). After they finish asking
questions, the students have to guess who the student is. For each correct guess, the team gets a
point. The team with the most points win. In the case of pairs and small groups, winners will be
more common.
While the students are talking, the JTE and ALT will walk around and supervise the activity. They will
help fix any grammatical mistakes. Also, make sure the students are speaking in English and not
Japanese. If a reoccurring mistake is overheard many times, bring it up at the end of the activity.
If students keep reusing the same grammar structure (such as, "Do you like ____?"), the ALT and JTE
can "forbid" the students from using it so they must ask questions in new ways.

Textbook: Sunshine 3
Hioki City BOE
ALT: Johnstone, Paul
JTE: Saito Yuko
Power Up 2 - speaking
Pages: 30-31
Goal: Students using functional and everyday English when giving or receiving directions.
Description:
Materials: Segment of fairly simple train system from Kagoshima-ken or another city, enlarged, to
visible to all students on the board. A4 copies for students. Obstruction cards (bugoi) - small pictures
of Kappa, a spider, Donald Trump for example.
Warm up ------- 5-10 minutes
Discussion between JTE and ALT regarding riding the train: Show pictures of the most complicated
maps (New York) and really simple maps (Taiwan), Pictures of elaborate stations or very remote
stations.
- Where have you taken the train?
- Difference between some trains? (Clean, fast, on time, nice stations)
- Have you ever been lost? JTE “I have”
- Have you asked for help before? JTE “I have and people have helped me in English”
Students input - Have any of them took the train in another city? Did they like it? Was it busy?
This knowledge can be important in the future if you want to help non-Japanese people in Japan.
1) Review - 5 minute: Review of “Could you…?” Students work in pairs to make sentences using
target language, check if correct.
2) Demo - 10 minutes: ALT and JTE use textbook dialogue to provide example of giving directions.
Focus given to functional English:
“Go to…” “Next” “Then” “Take the…” “Change to” “Ride ___ stops”
Chanting key language, making sure of understanding.
[con’t]
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3) Activity - 20 minutes
Using teaching material, A must ask B “Could you direct me to…?” using the map. B must then give
appropriate directions to A using functional English. Add obstruction pictures to lines to challenge
the students, some lines are blocked etc. (A picks location, ALT puts obstruction cards, B must use
alternative routes).

Textbook: Sunshine 3
Hioki City BOE
ALT: Kiga, Matthew
JTE: Arima Emi
Lesson 6: Let’s talk about Japanese
Pages: 54-59
Goal: This game allows students to enhance their understanding and knowledge of new
keywords based on the lesson (see attached worksheet). By listening to the three hints, students
put the clues together to guess the correct word. When students understand keywords of the
lesson, they are able to comprehend the meaning of the lessons’ reading much more easily.
Description:
Description (English): 3 hints, 5 questions!
1). The ALT will usually receive a list of words the students will be learning that lesson.
2). The ALT will then select five words off the list, and create three hints for each word.
For example:
yo-yo (page. 57) – long string, toy, round
(Select four more words)
3). The ALT will then read each clue off (in English) per word, taking about 1-2 minutes each.
4). The students will then try and figure out what the keyword is based on the hints that were given
for the word (using attached worksheet).
日本語版
Lesson Goal (Japanese):
この活動により生徒たちの教科書に出てくる重要単語の理解をより深めることができる。英
語による 3 つのヒントを聞くことにより，生徒はその単語を推測する。各プログラムの重要
単語を理解することで，本文の内容理解を深めることができる。
Description (Japanese): 3 hints, 5 questions!
1). ALT はそのレッスンで生徒達が学ぶ単語リストを受け取る。
2). ALT はその中から 5 つの単語を選び，それぞれに 3 つのヒントを考える。
活動例）
yo-yo – 長いひも，おもちゃ、丸い
(他、4 つの単語についても同じようにする)
3). ALT はそれぞれの単語につき手がかりとなる 3 つの単語を指示後，生徒達が推測するの
に 1 分から 2 分の間隔を設ける。(生徒は合計 5 つの単語を推測することになる)
4). 生徒は付属のシートを使用し，3 つのヒントから推測した単語を書き込む。
シートに yo-yo と書ければ正解。
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